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A good example can be found in the pioneering book of futurists Alvin and Heidi Toffler , Future Shock , first
published in , which Pine and Gilmore quote in their work. The Tofflers discuss rapid change in American
society and explore ways for humans to adapt. In Chapter 10, The Experience Makers, they say that an
economy is being created geared to the provision of psychic gratification, that a process of "psychologization"
finds place and humans will strive for a better "quality of life". Manufacturers of goods will add a "psychic
load" to basic products, the psychic component of services will expand and we will witness the raise of
experience industries whose sole output consists of pre-programmed experiences, including simulated
environments that offer customers a taste of adventure, danger, or other pleasure. Consumer Fantasies,
Feelings, and Fun" for the recognition of experiential aspects of consumption. Schulze did summarise his
findings with the wordings "Experience Society" in his book Die Erlebnisgesellschaft, which was translated
into English as "The Experience Society" in A transformation finds place from the need for goods that are
generally useful or functional, to a need for goods that deliver an individual experience. Demand and offerings
for these experiences meet at the "Experience Market" "Erlebnismarkt". In , Danish researcher Rolf Jensen of
the Copenhagen Institute for Futures Studies writes in his article The Dream Society for The Futurist that
American society is yielding to a society focused on dreams, adventure, spirituality, and feelings where the
story that shapes feelings about a product will become a large part of what people buy when they buy the
product. Jensen framed this trend as the commercialization of emotions. Products can be placed on a
continuum from undifferentiated referred to as commodities to highly differentiated. Just as service markets
build on goods markets which in turn build on commodity markets , so transformation and experience markets
build on these newly commoditized services, e. Internet bandwidth , consulting help. The classification for
each stage in the evolution of products is: A commodity business charges for undifferentiated products. A
goods business charges for distinctive, tangible things. A service business charges for the activities you
perform. An experience business charges for the feeling customers get by engaging it. A transformation
business charges for the benefit customers or "guests" receive by spending time there. Proceeding to the next
stage more or less requires giving away products at the more commodified level. For instance, to charge for a
service such as new car warranties, one must be prepared to give away new cars to replace " lemons ".
Detractors contrast it with other service-economy theses, such as that laid out in Natural Capitalism , which
places a clear focus on making measurably better use of scarce resources , usually considered to be the basis of
economics. They claim that service management should stress efficiency over effectiveness. The thesis has
also been criticized from within the fields of tourism , leisure , and hospitality management studies, wherein
well-established theories on the role of experiences in the economy went unacknowledged by Pine and
Gilmore. Although continuing to influence business thinking, the concept has already been superseded within
the service marketing and management literature by the argument that the value of all goods and services is
co-created or co-produced through the interaction between consumers and producers. According to this view,
therefore, at one level of abstraction, all consumption can be understood in experiential terms. Architecture
and the Experience Economy," Oxford: Toronto New York London: Random House Bantam Books
Consumer Fantasies, Feelings and Fun". The Journal of Consumer Research. Retrieved 1 May Retrieved 30
April Date format link Further reading[ edit ] Pine, B.
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More Essay Examples on Education Rubric These domains are structurally classified using cognitive,
affective, and psychomotor skills used to educate students to promote positive learning outcomes Bouchard,
Classifications are organized by level of expertise to measure the complexity of student learning outcomes.
This demonstrates a pattern of educational categories that range from simple concepts to more complex areas
of learning. These domains are organized in stages that must be accomplished in sequential order before
moving onto the next stage in the learning process Williams, The Cognitive Domain First of the three distinct
learning domains suggested by Bloom is the cognitive domain. This domain is where most of educational
development is focused and the basic mental ability and knowledge is initially assessed by the educator. This
domain is integrated in nursing education by teaching learning curves needed by the nurses and educating
them on the facts and processes involved. It is important that students have comprehension and understanding
of processes encompassed. Concepts of the lesson are applied by the students along with assessment by the
educator Williams, Nurses will collect insight into specific skills and models to develop intellectual abilities,
as well as improve critical thinking skills. Six categories of the cognitive domain are used to acquire
development of intellectual skills and are arranged in order of simple to complex categories. These categories
are arranged into levels of hierarchy and consist of knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation Murphy, It is important that the student completes one level before moving on to the
next higher level. This learning process will enable nurses to retain and comprehend information; thus apply
and analyze concepts into nursing practice. This domain is where nurses learn and retain clinical information,
such as types of insulin and the steps involved to give a subcutaneous injection. This domain is the deepest,
most complex style of learning. Students should be assessed for emotional compassion and empathy for their
patients and colleagues. Affective behaviors are categorized into three headings: These include attributes of
punctuality, appearance, communication skills, positive attitude toward others, and enhanced critical thinking
skills Miller, Nurse educators state this is the domain most difficult to assess. The Psychomotor Domain The
third domain of educational taxonomy is the psychomotor domain. This is where the development of physical
motor skills are developed and utilized into practice. Such skills can be categorized as manual, physical, or
technical skills of the nurse, such as giving injections Miller, Physical procedures of the nurse are developed
and assessed by educators to test competence and ability. For example, a nurse who is new to the facility needs
to be assessed by the educator before coming off orientation. He or she was instructed on how to use the rapid
infuser pump, and must demonstrate that he or she is competent with use of the pump. This learning
progression is functionally structured to show positive outcomes and improve current nursing practice through
assessment and communication. Educators using taxonomy to educate and assess nurses in the learning
process are creating a holistic approach to education, especially when all three domains are integrated. The
Journal of Physician Assistant Education, 22 4 , Selecting and applying taxonomies for learning outcomes:
International Journal of Nursing Education Scholarship, 3 1 , Research Starters Education, A Journal for the
Australian Nursing Profession, 35 1 , Journal of Continuing Higher Education, 55 3 , British Journal of
Nursing, 21 13 , Choose Type of service.
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Effective learning can be seen when the learner progresses through the cycle. The learner can also enter the
cycle at any stage of the cycle with logical sequence. Then it is followed by next stage, reflective observation ,
where one reflects on the experience on a personal basis. After this abstract conceptualization, where new
ideas are formed based on the reflection or could be modifications of the existing abstract ideas. Lastly, active
experimentation stage is where a learner will apply the ideas to his surroundings to see if there are any
modifications in the next appearance of the experience. All this will lead to the next concrete experience. This
can happen over a short duration or over a long duration of time. This perceived information is then classified
as concrete experience or abstract conceptualization , and processed information as active experimentation or
reflective observation. Individuals of this kind of learning style look at things in a different perspective. They
prefer watching than doing, also they have strong imagination capacity, emotional, strong in arts, prefer to
work in groups, open minded to take feedback and they have broad interests in different cultures and people.
The learning characteristic is of concrete experience and reflective observation. People of this kind of learning
style prefer good clear information, they can logically format the given information and exploring analytic
models. They are more interested in concepts and abstracts than in people. Characteristics include abstract
conceptualization and reflective observation. Converging type of learners solve problems. They apply their
learning to practical issues. Also, they prefer technical tasks, and they experiment with new ideas. They tend
to be unemotional. The learning characteristics are abstract conceptualization and active experimentation.
Individuals with this kind of learning styles prefer to do things practically. They are attracted to new
challenges and solve problems intuitively. The learning characteristics are concrete experience and active
experimentation. It helps the teacher to develop more appropriate learning opportunities for the target learners.
Teachers should design activities that will give opportunities to all the learners to learn in the best way that
suits them. The activities carried out should enable the learner to go through the whole process of the
experiential learning cycle.
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experiential learning and Bloom's taxonomy is a tool to design, assess, and evaluate the progress of for the high-fidelity
simulation, new approaches to learning and teaching.
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The experiential taxonomy: A new approach to teaching and learning. (2nd ed.) Canadian Journal of Counselling and
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taxonomy 17 to guide the objectives of an experiential learning programme and to ensure quality of POC diagnostics
services provided in PHC clinics (T able 1).
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